Citations

Citations of the references within the body text shall be stated by

- Maximum two author surnames and the publication year in parenthesis, such as (Pantelides, 1988), (Juuso and Galar, 2016). Use "et al." if there are more authors, for example (Tuffin et al., 2001).
- Two or more citations can be combined, separated by semicolon: (Pantelides, 1988; Fineberg et al., 1967)
- Only surnames NO firstnames in citations.
- If the author names are in the sentence, the citation is the publication year, e.g. Pantelides (1988) presented ..., Juuso and Galar (2016) discussed ..., Fineberg et al. (1967) introduced ...
- Do NOT cite with numbers!

Reference list

All types of references

- The authors should be given in the following order: Initials of the firstname(s) lastname, use ", and" before the last author if there are more than two authors. For two authors with "and", e.g. "M. Ali and A Törn"
- All the authors should be included in the list of authors. An exception is accepted only if the number of the authors is very extensive.
- References should be sorted in alphabetic order of the LASTNAMES.
- The title of the paper should not be in parenthesis.
- Publication year should be in the end of each reference before doi.
- "doi:" is enough, "http://dx.doi.org/" is not needed.

Journal papers (@article)

- For journal papers, the volume, issue and pages should be given in form Journal, vol(no): pages, year. Journal name in italics and after it "," not "." or ";" or ":". Only numbers, no texts like Vol., No. or pp., note ";:"
- All journal names should be in italic.

Conference papers in Proceedings (@inproceedings)

- All the names of the proceedings should be in italic.
- Titles should always end with "." continuing with "In Proceedings ...".
- Proceedings name should be in italics - the paper title NOT.
- Page numbers should be in form ",", pages nnn-mmm"

Chapters in research books (@incollection)

- Use italics for book titles.
- Titles should always end with "." continuing with "In ...".
- Page numbers should be in form ",", pages nnn-mmm"
- E. K. Juuso and D. Galar. Intelligent real-time risk analysis for machines and process devices. In Uday Kumar, Alireza Ahmadi, Ajit Kumar Verma, and Prabhakar Varde, editors, Current Trends in
Book, reports, thesis (@book, @phdthesis, @masterthesis)
- Use italics for book titles, thesis titles
- Mark “PhD thesis”, “Master’s thesis”, ...

**LaTeX:** Prepare your paper in LaTeX without making any changes in the provided Latex Class sims.
- Don’t change \bibliographystyle. Everything will be correct if you use bibtex.
- The instructions shown above will not produce any correction requirements.

**Word:** Make the corrections according to the instructions above